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(In Search of Love) 

When on the hill she emits a dance
Exquisite horror cascades from her prance
I love her luscious transposition
Her clever cleve leaves no uncertain disposition

The lovely afternoon paints bright strokes bold
Such delicious banquet, her bouquet of pure gold
With perfect rhythm, she perfects the birth
A whisper of life curves the pulse of the earth

She drools such colour of sparkling glitter scent
Timeless, unborn thoughts — holy, thick and quaint
She unravels my mind in her treacherous taint
Terrific rich texture!  Her palette decadent!  Transcendent!

Then I leaned over, and gulped a thought
I hatched the reason for a soul to be taught
Princess, i LONG for a war to be fought!
Epic the search with children distraught!

Air to breathe and water to drink
A woman to love, and a life to give
A war to fight, and a child to live
Aghast!  At long last, succinct!

I am looking up at the sky - cloudy, ripe and pregnant
Ready to let loose a torrent of infantile droplets
Tiny wet colonies, lonely and scant
Eager for Mother’s Milk from that healthy warmth
The plump fountain that jets from the bountiful property that is the life breast
Ye lover of life, splendor dripping with luscious colour
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Dining mightily in Pavlovian bark and chew
Loudly, I growl with ruffled and flowering sentiment
Concentricity defines my inner surface
My outer core exudes a wealth of vacancy
Why, or when, is the “ever” over?  will it soon bring my being?
Yield forth the froth, o bounty on high, deliver!

May this day quickly, quietly undress??
Princess:  soft, nude silence prances, unalarmed
Through the dim and bleak halls of each Pregnant night
I entreat.  you salivate.
Peel the thin veil of obscurity away from your delicate visage!
Into the fertile valley we jump!  We plunge!
I listen, you glisten —
Sweet sweat pools around the living tincture that is tomorrow’s youth!

yet, intently, i gulp each passing instance!
i swear, i swallow each fading element!
My element screams with quiet agony!!
Killing all the sweet little seeds that swim around my mind!
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